June 2, 2022

The Honorable Alejandro Mayorkas
Secretary
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
245 Murray Lane, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20528

Dear Secretary Mayorkas,

The crisis at the Southern border continues to worsen at a rapid pace. In March 2022, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) reported an increase by 542 percent compared to March 2020 in the number of encounters along the Southern border.1 March 2022 also represented a 22-year high with an average or more than 7,000 migrant crossers per day at the Southern border.2 According to media reports, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) estimates that daily number will increase up to 257 percent, or to 18,000 crossers per day, if President Biden were to lift Title 42 restrictions.3 President Biden’s border policies not only place our nation’s security at risk and increase the flow of illicit drugs, especially fentanyl, into our country,4 but also degrade our federal lands along the border.5

Recent reporting describes significant accumulation of garbage along the Rio Grande in Texas, documenting discarded clothing, hygiene items, and plastics along a path used by migrants to cross the border.6 Sadly, reports like this are neither surprising nor unique. The environmental consequences of illegal immigration are well known, resulting in the endangerment of wildlife, decimation of habitats, and destruction of vegetation.7

Anticipating an increased number of migrants attempting to cross our border, encouraged by President Biden’s proposed policies, House Committee on Natural Resources (Committee)
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Republicans warned of the likely resulting damage to our nation’s protected borderlands. During a May 27, 2021, forum about the impacts of President Biden’s border crisis, several witnesses highlighted the negative consequences of then-record setting numbers of border crossers, including destruction of private ranchlands, degradation of sensitive environmental areas, and safety concerns, for both CBP agents and private citizens. Our concerns were affirmed and, at times, magnified by firsthand observations made on visits to the Southern border. For example, environmental damage resulting from illegal immigration was readily apparent along the Rio Grande River, where trash and rafts accumulated on the riverbank.

Additionally, the increased drug flow into American communities from failed border policies is poisoning people across the country. Tribal communities, especially those closest to the Southern border, experience particularly high rates of overdose and addiction from fentanyl and other opioids smuggled across the border. During an April 5, 2022, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee hearing, witnesses testified to the dangers fentanyl, and other drugs, posed to tribal communities. For example, one veteran CBP agent with decades of patrol experience near the Tohono O’odham Nation, which also abuts the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in Arizona, explained how cartels capitalize on President Biden’s weak border policies, funneling illicit drugs into the United States across tribal lands. Another witness, invited by Committee Democrats, affirmed the same concerns and testified that drug dealers and cartels specifically targeted his Native American community. Specifically, Mr. Wayne Cortez, a member of the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians, testified that “...a lot of these so-called drug dealers, cartel members, you know, they use Native Americans ... They feed off of us, [Native Americans,] a lot...”

In response to a March 18, 2021, letter to you from Committee Republicans, DHS provided an in-camera review of maps depicting environmentally sensitive areas along the border and documents reflecting corresponding apprehension levels in and around those areas. Concerningly, however, DHS failed to provide the requested assessment of the environmental damage caused by the February 2021 surge of illegal border crossings on the Southern border. The missing response calls into question whether DHS is adequately tracking the environmental consequences of President Biden’s border policies. Although a federal judge prevented the Biden administration from lifting Title 42 restrictions, given the record-breaking numbers of
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migrant border crossings, we urge you to address the environmental damage caused by illegal migrants and the possible increase in illegal drug flow to tribal communities as part of your immigration enforcement strategy.

To ensure DHS includes the impacts on federally protected environmental areas and tribal communities in its preparation for migrant surges at the Southern border, and to assist with our oversight activities, please provide the following documents, as soon as possible, but no later than 5:00 p.m., June 16, 2022:

1. A document sufficient to describe the current level of environmental damage to federally protected and tribal lands along the Southern border, including, but not limited to, habitat destruction, wildlife deaths, and accumulation of garbage.

2. All documents and communications related or referring to the coordination of garbage removal efforts along the Southern border, including, but not limited to, cleanups hosted by the Bureau of Land Management.

3. All documents and communications DHS received between January 20, 2021, and June 2, 2022, related or referring to the impact of garbage left behind by illegal migrants, including, but not limited, concerns about CBP safety, destruction to environmentally sensitive areas, or destruction of private property.

4. A document sufficient to describe the anticipated levels of environmental damage on federally protected and tribal lands, including, but not limited to, habitat destruction, wildlife deaths, and accumulation of garbage, resulting from the expected increase in migrant encounters following the revocation of Title 42.

5. A document sufficient to describe DHS’s plans to address the anticipated influx of migrants at the Southern border, following Title 42’s revocation, including, but not limited to, DHS’s strategies to protect federally designated environmental areas from damage caused by illegal migrants and prevent the flow of illicit narcotics across the border.

6. A document sufficient to describe the illicit drugs CBP confiscated on tribal lands between January 20, 2021, and June 2, 2022, including, but not limited to, the dates, amounts, and types of illicit drug seized.

7. A document sufficient to describe the routes illegal migrants utilized to cross the Southern border, including, but not limited to, descriptions of which of those paths correlate with environmentally sensitive areas or tribal lands.

8. A document sufficient to describe DHS’s assessment of the number of illegal migrants who evaded CBP detection between January 20, 2021, and June 2, 2022, including, but not limited to, the Department’s analysis of whether these individuals were associated with cartel activity.
Please contact the Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee Minority staff at HNRR.Oversight@mail.house.gov with any questions about this request and to coordinate the delivery of your response to room 1329 of the Longworth House Office Building.

An attachment contains additional instructions for responding to this request. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Bruce Westerman
Ranking Member
Committee on Natural Resources

Blake Moore
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations

cc: The Honorable Raúl Grijalva, Chair, House Committee on Natural Resources
The Honorable Katie Porter, Chair, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
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